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Cloud Next
Cloud Next is a multi and hybrid cloud platform
built by KPMG Ignition Tokyo (KIT). The goals of
Cloud Next are to provide a secure, low-cost,
24x7 supported environment where clients and
KPMG member firms can host their digital
solutions. In an increasingly fast-moving technical
landscape Cloud Next provides a Cloud Native
environment built by Most Valuable Professionals
(MVP) in line with cloud provider's best practice.

Most Valuable Professional

Low Cost

Secured

People that have made outstanding contributions
to technical communities.

Best Practices
Come from experienced Cloud Service Providers
(Azure and AWS Cloud Platform) and the
experiences of IT professionals like designers,
architects, developers, and testers.

KIS Model
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What Cloud Next Offers
Our Clients
What Is Cloud Next
Cloud Next is a fully automated cloud platform.
Every deployment and operational action has been automated.
The entire core of Cloud Next is Infrastructure as code (IAC).
the management and provisioning of infrastructure is done through code
instead of using manual actions. For full auditability Cloud Next uses a version
control system. This system has been made immutable to function as a source
of truth.

Production
Private & Public
Sector

99.99% SLA

Reimbursement

Native (GitOps)

Data Center

Virtual Machines

Containers

Data Platform
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Sandboxes

Cloud Native
Cloud Native

GitOps

Continuous
Delivery

Microservices
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Infrastructure
As Code

Cloud Types
IaaS

Virtual Machines

Containers

Serverless

> 2 mins

< 2 secs

< 0.0003 secs

Deploy in minutes

Deploy in seconds

Deploy in milliseconds

Alive for weeks

Alive for hours

Alive for seconds

Boot Time
Application
Lifecycle

Required
Knowledge
self-managed
provider-managed

Investment

Scaling

PaaS

Application

Virtualization

Application

Virtualization

Application

Virtualization

Data

Networking

Data

Networking

Data

Networking

Runtime

Storage

Runtime

Storage

Runtime

Storage

Middleware

Servers

Middleware

Servers

Middleware

Servers

Operating System

Operating System

Operating System

Pay for
dedicated VM

Pay for the
container runtime

Pay for compute
used during runtime

Takes hours
Should be approved
by administrators

Takes seconds
Policy driven scaling

Takes milliseconds
Scaling is event driven
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Security
Infrastructure

Cloud

Server

Services

Domain

Subscriptions

Domain Admin

Subscription Admin

Pass the Hash

Credential Pivot

Private IPs

Public IPs

ACLs

NSGs

RDP/SSH

Management APIs
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Security
Cloud Next is a secure, stable and fully managed platform which has been secured in compliance with the
KPMG Global Information Security Policies (GISP). Security standards are enforced through:
Prevent
Audit

Policies

Remediate

Automation

Predictive Analysis

Immutability
Policies

Predictive Analysis

Block, audit and remediate non-compliant behavior. If engineers build components
that are not compliant, policies will block their work until the problems are resolved.
Cloud Next has implemented the following standards:
• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
• International Organization for Standardization (ISO 27000 Series)
• PCI Security Standards Council (PCI-DSS v3)
• Center of Internet Security (CIS Cloud Standards)

Cloud Next uses Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) based investigation to reduce
the time it takes to understand the full scope of an attack and its impact.
Predictive threat modeling helps to identify new anomalies, vulnerabilities
and exploits. Scalable machine learning algorithms are used to correlate
millions of anomalies that could present a security incident. Proactive
hunting of suspicious activities is critical task of our automated security
system.

Automation

Immutability

Cloud Next enforces security through automation, consequently removing
human errors and enabling automatic threat responses. We found that the
process by which SecOps collects and analyzes data is a repeatable process
which when automated will reduce operational cost and prevent a wide range
of security incidents.

Cloud Next does not allow manual actions in production environments. Cloud Next
consist of immutable components. If we want to update a component, Cloud Next
releases a new version, so that we never have to remove the old version. The entire
process is performed without downtime. Immutability drastically reduces our
chances of being hacked, because hackers cannot inject or modify files in order to
break into our environments.
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Cost

Source: B. Martens, M. Walterbusch and F. Teuteberg, "Costing of Cloud Computing Services: A Total Cost of Ownership Approach,"
2012 45th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, Maui, HI, USA, 2012, pp. 1563-1572, doi: 10.1109/HICSS.2012.186.
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Cloud Next TCO / Cost Model
CAPEX

OPEX

Strategic Decisions & Planning
Reduced by 59%, because cloud
native components offer less
configurations options.

Configuration
Reduced by 50%, because
we did not have to configure
the lower levels of our
servers.

Learning & Development
Reduced by 50%, because the
engineers did not have to learn
low level cloud technologies
that our cloud services providers
manage for us.

Integration
Reduced by 75%, because
Cloud Next did not have to
build custom connectors.

Maintenance
Drastically reduces by 94% by
leveraging a cloud natively our run
and maintain costs were reduced
to next to nothing.

Migration
Increased in a cloud native
approach with 50%, because
Cloud Next needs to invest in
making service cloud native.

Modifications
Reduced by 75%, because Cloud
Next invested in automated
quality assurance, regression,
integration and unit tests.

Implementation
Initially higher than a non-cloud
native approach, because Cloud
Next built orchestrator to
automatically deploy
all services in a consistent manner.
Currently reduced by 30%, because
engineers only have to put their
service on an orchestrator that
performs quality assurance tests
and provisions automatically.

Evaluation
Reduced by 66%, because
Cloud Next could pattern
match their decisions and
planning to the
recommendations of cloud
service providers.
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Hosting
Increased by 40%, because cloud
service providers charge a higher
fee for cloud native components.

System Failures
Reduced by 96%, because our
cloud service provider would
maintain the underlying operating
system and virtual machine.
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N-Tier Architecture
Solutions

Tax Project

Audit Project

Advisory Project

Layer 3
Cloud Next
Platforms
Serverless

Data Platform

Containers

Layer 2: Infrastructure and Security

Cloud Next
Core

Networking

Security
Layer 1: User Management
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Audit

Cloud Next
Trevor Chinn
Tech Lead of Cloud
KPMG Ignition Tokyo, Inc.

Engineering Goals and Philosophy
l Humans are a great source of trouble!
Let’s take them out of the equation if possible.
l Do not repeat ourselves!
Strive for modularity and composibility.
l KIS Model
Don’t overcomplicate the stack with a bunch of third
party technologies if we can build it ourselves.
l Secure, repeatable and highly auditable configuration management.
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How Cloud Next was Built
l Leverage cloud-native model
l Use existing tooling
l Adopt GitOps
・Automated
・Composable
l Immutable audit trail through Git workflow:
・Security
・Change management
・Documentation
・Validation
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DataOps & Engineering
Ken Tso
Tech Lead of Data
KPMG Ignition Tokyo, Inc.

Data Platform Characteristics
Unifies
your data

Helps you FIND
the data you need

Is fully
interoperable

Unites your
data tasks

Grows with you
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Simplifies and
Accelerates

AND has
data science in mind

Modern Data Platform
Ingest

Store

Prep and
Train

Serve
Model Serving

Sensors and IoT
AKS

Logs
Azure Event Hub

Azure
Databricks

Media

Operational
Databases

Apps

Cosmos DB,
SQL DB

Files

Azure Data Factory
Business/
custom apps

Azure Data
Lake Storage

Azure Synapse
Catalogue
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Tableau

Power BI

Azure Data
Factory

Azure
Databricks

Azure Data
Lake Storage

Azure Event
Hub

l

Data integration service that allows creation of cloud-based data-driven workflows to orchestrate
and automate the preparation and movement of data.

l

Process data at massive scale

l

Automatic infrastructure deployment and job distribution

l

Databricks is an environment that makes it easy to build, manage, and deploy machine learning
and deep learning models at scale.

l

Automatic scaling and distributed processing using SPARK™ technology

l

Secure connections to internal and external storage

l

Central storage location of the Data Platform

l

Managed infrastructure and guaranteed SLA

l

High performance storage optimized for fast analytics

l

Highly secure, multi-redundant ensuring availability

l

Capture streaming data, and stream directly to Data Lake, Databricks,
and other analytics services

l

Transaction processing, live dashboarding, analytics pipelines and log/telemetry processing

l

Enable real-time processing, monitoring and response
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Batch Processing
Ingest

Store
1

Azure Data Lake
Raw Zone

Compute
2

4

3

Azure
Databricks

1
Azure Storage
Account
Blob storage

Azure Data Factory

Azure Data Lake
Trusted Zone
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Stream Processing
Ingest
1
Sensors

Store

Prep

Serve

Azure
Databricks

Azure
Synapse

2
Azure
Event Hub

Azure Data Lake
Raw Zone

3
4

Azure Data Lake
Trusted Zone

*Azure is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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5

DataOps
STAG

DEV
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PROD

GitOps for DataPlatform
l Completely declarative
deployment of
all components
l Initial installation
takes only ~30 minutes
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Thank you
JP-FMKIT-Marketing@jp.kpmg.com

